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Ruutu, which means diamonds in Finnish, is a collection of vases, available in different sizes and colors, allowing people several different modules to create their own individual Ruutu installation.

This year, we imagine some Ruutu vases in ceramics to complement the Ruutu collection already existing in glass.

The ceramic Ruutu vases come in three sizes and four different colors. The vases are hollow casted and hand-finished. All pieces go through a low bisque firing after which they are dip glazed or sprayed depending on the desired appearance.

The Ruutu collection now also includes a special edition of Ekkeri vases in a new geometrical form and an impressive 500 mm size. Theses art pieces are mouth blown in a wooden mold by littala's master blowers.

This special edition are part of the exhibition Imperfection presented during the Stockholm design week 2020, who aim to reflect the relationship between the perfect and imperfect in nature and design; with attention on the charm of the imperfections.

Fleurs, some glass flowers, made of two opposite materials, delicate glass and rough iron, have also been specially designed on the occasion of this exhibition.
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